As part of Media Arts, Area 11 watched and analysed a clip on Behind the News called “Ocean Rubbish”. They then made information posters displaying what they found out and other information they researched.

“Picture the world’s biggest dump and you probably don’t picture an ocean. But that’s the sad reality of what some parts of the Pacific have become.”

“It is estimated to take 450 years for a plastic bottle to decompose.”
“It was a ‘SOUP-er’ healthy lunch.” Matthew  “The soup was delicious! I enjoyed the tiger bread too.”

Area 11
Soup Day

On the last day of term 3, the students in Area 11 made vegetable soup. Each member of our class contributed a vegetable to make this exciting lesson possible.

Teamwork
Vegetables ready to go...
Preparation

Washing dishes...
Adding the stock...
Helping out

YUM!
Cutting the bread.
Fantastic helpers!

Enjoying lunch...
Open wide!
The famous tiger bread!

“Enjoyed cooking with my classmates.” Charlize  “We all learnt something new from cooking the soup.” Jazzy  “I really liked how healthy it was.” Judd

“‘It was a very nutritious and delicious lunch.’ Trinity  “Although the soup was hot, it was delicious.” Tahli